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IFC Head Says Both Sides Must Take Blame for Bias
This is the third
EDITOR’S NOTE:articles dealing airith
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" This
1 President Bill Holley’s
existence
ent on the cle lact(i
discrimination in the SJS Greek

resist change under these conditions."
Honey does not feel that the
Greeks are contributing to the
problem by isolating themselves as
Is sometimes charged. He points
out the relaxed atmosphere in
which Negro athlete.; associate
with white athletes in fraternities.
INTIEGRATION SOON
The tinn is coming a% hin iich
comfortable association as II be
commonplace, he believes. "It is
not in the near future, however.
Today is the time for preparation."’
The demand for Instant change
on the part of some is unreasonable and dangerous, according to
Holley. "Instant change is diffi-

of minorities
iNse members
a chip on their shoulder,"
a natural rearley said. "It is
the Greeks to
of
part
the
on

cull il not impossible," he sa)s. be
I until this summer would include fiuult) advising. use
"You cannot change overnight. when ino-i of them will be at- of school facilities and perhaps the
espeeifill)’ where people’s feelings tending national conventions.
greatest hardship of all exclusion
are- involved. Damage could be, The future status of seviaiii horn formal rush.
done to both sides."
I sororities at SJS depends on the’ Some coeds express a readiness
It’s common knowledge that the outcome of these conventions.
to dely national policy and stall
temale mind differs from the male
Lesley Hunter. Panhellenic pres- zebuililing without national supmind.
dent, explained that the’ sororities
Such feeling, however, is only
This is one reason why the " ’64 will, for a variety of reasons, com-1 nominal. Most will prefer to ad!liaise" and the question of ills- ply with the policy set forth by here to national policy in the hope
crimination in the Greek s)stem their nationals, whatever it of is entfal reconciliation with the
present ilifferent problems and may be.
college should the national revise
reviait a dilferent set of contribuFORCED OFF CAMPUS?
its polio.
tory rietor. Dom the sorority! Several sororities may the-re- 1 Caught as they are between re point ol view.
fore lx, forred off campus next hanee on the college 11111
Fiii ’inc thing, the question of 1 semester when the ruling goes into and sera ices and loyally to ?lie
eompliance with the trustees’ rul- effect. Should this happen, they national organization, iainfusein
in4 has not yet been resolved for would lose considerable aid and elifIlfrli.n 111110M4 the women In ad many of the sororities and will not assistance from the school. This dition, there exists iron)
of a

most frustrating variety when you That is. a sorority just doesn’t
consider the remarkable fact that consider pledging a Negro woman. no Negro has ever rushed aI
Despite the fact that no Negro
f sorority at SJS.
eoed has ever rushed a sorority at
’
ACADEMIC DISCUSSION
SJS, there still is some question
Because they have never been whether the nationals will exempt
forced to choose with race it con- SJS locals 1-11/111 national constitusideration. any discussion of de Donal restrictions Om was the case
facto discrimination in sororities with se\ era’ (raterMties I.
can only
licadernie. This also
The reason for this ma) be, as
may ;lemont for the fact that Miss Hunter points out, that the
comments from sorority women nationals are not fighting for their
seem to reflect an even more. right to retail) discriminatory
liberal viea than do the comment; i’laust’ ui ii, ..0.10 document,
of fraternity men.
but tor their ’lit to be selective,
The most candid view is thin of, "not necessarily on the basis of
Lesley Hunter, who believes that race; the) just don’t want to have
discrimination probably exists, to accept any person undesirable
"but is of a subconscious variety. ’to them against their will."
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PEACE PICKETSThese students are part of a
contingent that protested against ROTC at SJS
yesterday afternoon. The picketing took place
lithe change of command ceremony on the

athletic field behind the Art Building. The demonstration was sponsored by the Student Peace
Union.
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Students seen silently studying, sleeping and :mcializing
Lockout, never again! At least for junior and .ottiiiit
wt.!pi

living in dorms at the University of California ai 1..m Up.
The faculty decided that if a coed has good araikiiii. st,lidir,
could have her own hours a ith her parents’ apiamal.
like a good idea. something to think about . .
o coeds at Fresno State decided to take the ’flight:
were the first winnen to enroll in an Air Science chi, nii the
,
pus, according to the Fresno State Collegian.
A friendly- fox fooled frosh females at Aii/.ma Stati.
xersit. The fox escaped from the Life Science. ti:enter,
ill
to the State Press. This is not a foxy fable.
no
relation
to
"Greekinania,"
"bealleitiania.- itit III thf.
Bernardino Valley College campus. According to the Ault
it is a campus spirit program pronmted by the Creck. it
many manias developing, what’s next?
It was a muddy war. Two student service dal.,
College had a tug of war in the mud. Trying to outdo each
they slipped and slid in the slushy mud.
Hornets hum at Fullerton Junior College. l n
s ting,
special edition, a student wrote: Smelling is tat-I.lo.dtiog
date to a roll of Clorets: smelling is for komiiiii,t;,, ,:trist: f tirto
home our gym clothes; smelling is bad to do. ii ou are a
farir. and I will add smelling is a vet.), import
II it is a, w i ihoff
mey
it,oty
inilhiinns. ’I hi- tirisersilt ’’I I li11111
plait
spend 893 million within the next 10 ears for till ’’’It, aid
pansion on the campus. according to the
The increasing MA for larger campuses
tc11..0,1
out the imintry. San Jose State’s proposed budge!
hat:,
iece buildings, classroom sections and -tml,nt
the new scn
iigls off to lite Tigers. University of Km&
wars existence in Stockton. The Spartan rIllals hm,

Sell Alcatraz
To the Indians
INDIANS want Alcatraz! Sunday afterTHE SIOUX
noon. five members of the Sioux Indiansdefying trespassing signsboated out to Alcatraz and
staked a claim on the San Francisco Bay island. And it
is a legal elaim according to their lawyers, under a 1868
treaty between the 1. nited States and the Sioux \at’ ,
which states, "Any male Sioux over 18 not living on a
reservation can claim federal government land not used
for special purposes."
Their only provision is to make improvements worth
8200 or more on the island during the first three years.
Or they could sell it.
The Indians offered the federal government 47
cents per acre for Alcatraz since this is the sante figure
the United States offered California Indians in compensation for lands the whites seized in the 19th century.
Since the federal government has no apparent use
for the island at this time that we know of). it seems
logical that the island should be sold to the Indians
under the rightful law of the treaty.
Besides. this may bring back the good tile tradition
of the "wild west" with teepees, smoke signals. and bows
and arrows (with cork tips. of course). D. P.

Student Government
Copies State Senate
The State of San Jose State?
Student government at SJS,
a "community" of over 20,000,
is organized much like the state
legislature.
Student Council, a governing
body of 18 members, holds a
life and death approval over appointments. monetary appropriations, arid other issues concerning the student body.
Representation is on a "senatorial" basis, with each class,
freshman through senior, having
four members. Graduate students have two representatives.
Chairman of the state senate
is lieutenant governor, second in
line to the governor. Council
chairman is the ASH vice president. second in line to the president. In addition. Student Council members elect a vice-chair’’al and narliamentarian from
members of their own body.
Like the senators, Council
members sit on committees
where they become experts in
certain fields. The committee
system was reorganized last
to "educe the six committees to three, conversely inc-ea ing membership from three
to six.
Committees tinder the present
sys’em are Campus Policy, which
tack’es problems directly on
campus; External Policy, which
discusses off-campus problems
relating to the college, and Financial, which discusses questions of fiscal policy and appro.

priations.
Committee members may take
the same actions on issues as do
senators. They may recommend
action or let the issue die in
committee. In the later event,
however, the committee reports
"No action" to Council. A twothirds vote can discharge a bill
from the committee.
The ASH president can veto
a bill, which in turn may be
overridden by a two-thirds vote
of Council.
"Write your Congressman" is
the old adage. But Student Council members seldom get mail
concerning
ASH
legislature.
Since Council members derive
their power from the 47-page
student body constitution to represent students from the entire
college, and not just by classes,
they must solicit opinions when
necessary.
To prepare for their jobs, Student Council members work approximately six to eight hours
weekly reading and studying current issues. They spend an additional four hours a week in meetings.
Weakest link in the student
government chain is "Joe College," cites ASS vice president
Bob Pisano. He states there is
a breakdown in communication
between Council and the average
student. To prevent this, a new
rule permits any student to come
before Council requesting action
on any issue.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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’’AND THIS, LYND0N, ir OUR FAMDUS ’HALL OF MIRROS:#

A. Gary Coolidge once pointed
out with respect to the Foreign
Policy of the United States,
"The United States may be a
world in itself. but it is also a
part of a larger world. There is
no doubt that its power for good
and for evil is very great. How
that power is to be used is of
consequence to all humanity ...
the moral for Americans . . .
is the old one that greatness
brings responsibilities."
It is with this ideal and similar ideals in mind the ’The Student Republican Alliance" seeks
to set in motion the machinery
within the Republican Party to
fulfill the demands of this greatness and to accept its responsibilities.
We, the initiating members of
The Student Republican Alliance, currently seeking confirmation as a campus organization,
are concerned for the viability
and integrity of the National
Republican Party. The fact that
a dissenting extremist wing is
developing on the fringe may be
a result of factional control
within the party. We feel therefore that Republicans may suffer
a split which will result
Ii in the breakdown of the
Republican Party
21 in the imbalance of an effective two-party system and
31 will cause the party leaders
to forget their natienal purpose.
The SRA, with traditional,
progressive Republican principles
to back it up, seeks to promote
unity within the party on a
basis which offers a meaningful
Republican alternative both to
rational Republicans during the
to the electorate
primary
during the Noember election.
ilesse Torres, ASH 7682
Chester Dow. ASH 1862
Kermit canell, ASH 1049
Richard Fitelten, ASH 0083
Karl Pflock, ASH 12503
ji
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Coeds Note Points
On ’False Fronts’

r
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Question Man

Thrust and Parry
Group Predicts
GOP ’May Split’

Editor:
We have several points to
h it i n g up with Steve Agosta
concerning his column "False
Front."
Steve, to a certain extent we
have agreed with your previous
columns in regard to girls and
their attire. In your latest column however, you have gone
too far!
You have gone progressively
from girls’ skirts, to girls’ shoes,
to girls’ underwear. WHAT
NEXT? Unless you are addressing a sermon to your kid sister,
It isn’t any real business of
yours what type of underweer
girls choose to wear.
You wrote, "Added inches

seem to be the concept of what
is needed to be the recipient of
wolf whistles today." Well
aren’t they? If and when boys
alter their standards, perhaps
girls will make a few alterations
too.
Before the "poor, unsuspecting
male" (since when is any male
at SJS poor and unsuspecting?)
discovers that he has been deceived, he has certainly enjoyed observing the front, false
or otherwise.
That’s nice, Steve. We’re glad
you appreciate nice, "trim, thin"
girls -- how many have you
taken out lately? And how many
flat -chested girls have you wolfwhistled at?
We realize that your intentions are honorable, but we feel
that your article lacks support,
and for a feature column, is in
poor taste.
Sincerely yours,
Lynn Edwards
A9600
Sander Sent t
Al 2.591

’Seven Days In May"
Film Discussed
The current film, "Seven Days
in May," is a study in abuse
and innuendo. It constantly loses
touch with reality, and is consistent only in its sheer propaganda effect.
The "President" in the picture
is given several choice speeches.
With one he explains that labor,
business, and the military are
against the bilateral disarmament pact with the Russians
which has each country disarming in 90 days. Too, it seems that
only 29 per cent of the electorate favor the treaty. Yet despite
these overwhelming odds it has
gained the ratification of the
Senate.
Next the "President" philosophizes with his advisers on the
subject of the opposition’s leadership. The opposition’s leader
is, of course, a nasty, Americanfascist type general. For anyone
who still isn’t convinced a little
guilt by association is used by
tossing in the names of Senator
McCarthy and General Walker.
Finall y, through plot and
counterplot, the courageous administration defeats the clandestine Chiefs of Staff, and the
country continues disarming.
Strangely, at no time during
the picture is there a reference
to whether or not the Russians
are disarming or if we are
checking on them. Evidently WP
are disarming on faith. With
that assumption the film becomes a cleverly implicit propaganda device wherein the
greater problems of "trusting"
the enemy is subordinated to the
problem of quelling our own "un-

sche(tilliiiieratitai" sa".1ke.s. Target: Stanford. It seeim
being plagued by salesmen soliciting magazine -ule,t-iptioni.
cording to the Stanford Daily, this is illegal. and all unauthut
salesmen are to he reported to the administrati..,
Students at the 11 ithersity of Western NU I i
for their finals anymore. The trimester system I. is lit ’fit
one of its features is continuous organization all -tttliester.

believing" militar y. So the
United States military becomes
the true villain; the administration that is taking an unprecedented and unqualified risk is
victorious, and the American
movie-0er finds himself praising what under other circumstances he would never accept.

Married Men
Photos by Dave Depew

What do you think of going nut with

It would be showing disio.aeo
married state, as well as. ..nderrniniu
moral structure of our solely, It I, fliffi
to make generalizations abo,It ,ich mall
however.

ASH A4397

Writer Explains
Term ’White Men’

m‘wi "ill- ea" readily be rmdi.

fied to rend "there exist numer-

o; white -skinned men who
share a similar, if not identical,
prejudice against
non-white skinned men." After :in, one
must, make exceptions for individuals such as Mr. Wallace who
wish to dissociate themselves
from the human race.
Page Hrownton
ASH A33140
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PAT NORTON, freshman, English nu

Myron Wahist rand

Editor:
In regard to Scott Wallace’s
query, I would like to explain
that the term "the white man"
is an abstract concept signifying
a group of white men. White
men are men meaning the plural
of "man" t who have white skins.
I am sorry for Mr. Wallace if
he is unable to grasp this abstraction. Perhaps instead of
"the white maits problem," I
should have spoken of "the
problem arising from the prejudice of that class of human beings (individually considered, of
course), which is characterized
by a white skin and an antipathy
toward those individuals who are
characterized by a non-white
skin."
However, most of us find it
convenient to speak of "the
white man’s problem."
As it so happens, in our society, many of these people- let
us arbitrarily call them "white
men" -share a common hatred
of the Negro race. Presumably,
we are aware of the detrimental
effect of this hatred on our society. But perhaps Mr. Wallace
does not recognize the validity
of such plural concepts as "society" and "people" and "race."
It is true that the individual
components of these systems
could never be "exactly the
same," in which case no individual could be a member of a
group, and the concept of
"group" would lie meaningless
according to Mr. Wallace’s definition.
I find this to he a rather unimaginative position, but I am
willing to accept it for the %lite
of argument, since we are dealing with a problem in morality,
a problem which must ultimately be confronted on an individual
level. Thus, a statement such as
"the white man shares a corn-

I 11,1

ANNABEL BAKER,

junior:

I thoroughly disapprove. There would he
too many involvements, too many people hurt;
it’s just not practical.

JAN GRAY:
A girl would have to he in pretty
shape; that’s like going out with hand.
downs; like going to the Salvation Amy
your clothes. I’m also definitely against
vorce.

DIANE DECLUSION, freshman:
I’m a Catholic; my church is against such
a practice as I am. I just don’t think that it
is morally right to do such a thing.

MARGO SANDUSKY,
economies major:

freshman, al

I think it is wrong; after all. a matt
It
a duty to his wife and family. I also
that women who go out with married
are looked down upon by other %%omen.

GAIL COLLIER, sophomore, Spanish

major:
A man’s duty is to his wife and family,
so I feel that a woman who goes out with
married men is doing an injustice to herself
and to the man’s family. If there is no love,
then get it settled legally.

Pregnancy Is Risky
WASHINGTON (UPI)
A
U.S. Public Health service study
has confirmed that a considerable percentage of pregnant
5z" fnr German
women are "at risk"

measles

infection, a
malformation in infants.

of
Testing blood sera of 6(N) pregnant women, National Institutes
of Health investigators found
17.5 per cent of the women did
not have demonstrable antibody
against the rubella virus. If rubella vaccines now under development prove to be safe and
Cause

effective, young g it-1%Z
would appear to he ni
.
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"Down with false fronts on women!" shrieks my contemporary
Steve Agosta but what he seems to be oblivious about am the false
fronts that males put on.
The male false fronts are of a different variety than the females
since they build the personality instead of the chest. Some of the
different ones are the "lover," the "Beat," the "BMOC," and the
"intellect."
The "lover" is a male who tries to seduce as many females as
possible using a fantastic line for his method, whereas the "Beat"
is a pseudo with his "1 don’t care" attitude and his non -conformity.
The "BMOC" could also be known as the biggest mouth on ceunpus
since all he does is brag about himself and this seems to give him
a feeling of importance. Finally, the "intellect" who casually chats
about all the multitude of hooks he has been reading . . . Thus, it
seems that women aren’t the only ones with false fronts!
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Eleven new actives were initiated into Phi Sigma Kappa recently and they were the first group to be initiated in the new house.
They were Dennis Burnum, Bruce Shultz, Tony Perusa, Bill Sarkisian, Brooks Sackeh, Art Simburg, Tom Hennessy, Frank Potts,
Don Jackson, Dave Hersh and Bob Yeary.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
The brothers of sigma Alpha Epsilon are pleaseel to announce
the spring pledge class of 1964: Steve Arnold. Steve Boveri, Buzz
DeVere, Joe Francis, Phil Goodman, Bob Graby, Mike. Greenen, Rich
Hendee, Tom Hyde, Bruce Krogstad, Frank MacQuarrie. Tom niers,
Mike O’Sheinesy, Tony Pagan and Lee Skinner.
The officers of the pledge class are Lee Skinner, president:
Tom Moers, vice president; Phil Goodman, secretaty-treasurer; Tony
Pagan, social chairman; Steve Arnold, athletic director,
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LITTLE SISTERSNewly-formed this semester
of the Daughters of the Sphinx,"
is the "Order
Delta Sigma Phi little sisters.
also known as the
These coeds are the first ones in the Order.
They are I. to r. Sharon King, Betty Gamage,
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’i’any people wrongly believe that the Bible is the work of man, dependent
scholarship and human wisdom Spiritual Christians accept what the Bible
cans for itselfthat God the Holy Spirit is its author.
"For the prophecy (Greek: the speaking forth of the mind and counsel of
Gall came not in old time by the will of man; but holy men of GA spake as
NY co mosed by the Holy Spirit" II Peter 1:21.
"vttans claim that the Bible can be interpreted in rmtny different
tt.rniii:hoot the ages. Spiritled Christians have CO .‘112. Indepfnd
ueions and have found their faith in Tho Word ot Lou
’5,ng power and presence of God in their live-,
ol God is quick, and powerful and .naino,r than any two it %oat piercing even to the dividing asandet of .souiatisl spirit and of the
, and marrow. and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart."
412
^ tks’io Spirit indwelling every believer is the Christian’s Teacher and
the Word of God to accomplish this instruction.
ot. is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine.
’Hr1C
euirection, for instruction in righteousness: That the man of God
Fe Petted thoroughly furnished unto all good works." II Tim 3.16, 17
!he Bible tells us that God’s Word is complete. God has spoken. We are
sz,..otonoadd to nor subtract from what God has already declared at His finished
’For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of
hook il any man shall add unto these things. God shall add unto him the
Plagues that are written in this book And if any man shall take away from the
lords of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the
book of life. and nil of the Holy City, and from the things which are written
this hook’ Rev 7? 18, 19.
Should you be in doubt about the inerrancy and infallibtlity of the Bible.
narnine the claim’, it makes for itself. The best way to establish to your own
Ftbs.lection Piet the Bible is the very Word of God is to test it in the laboratory
Of life Don’t
be misled by nominal Christians or skeptics who apologize for
the Bible and tely on
the wisdom of men for its interpretation
For I am not ashamed of the
gospel of Christ- for it is the power of God
unto salvation to
every one that helieveth; to the Jew first, and also to the
Greek. For therein is the righteousness of God revealed from faith to faith .. ."
Rom IN.
A knowledge of God
is essential to our salvation The Bible tells us that
"faith
.
cornett’ by hearing and hearing by the Word of God." Rom, 10 17. Thus.
n highly important that everyone read the Holy Scriptures, for it is our
Teens of learning
about God and believing in Him. Study Scripture with us
lit mail at no cost or
obligation
BOX 11791, PALO ALIO
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VINNINtis
Judy Moyer, junior
j’sr from San Jose so Jim
(,loss& Sigma Pi, junior speech and drama major Isom Palo Alto,
Kathy Bane-k, Delta Gamma, junior elementary education major
from Whittier to Bob Schenone, Pi Kappa Alpha, senior business
major from Lodi.
ENGAGEMENTS
Barbara Horaitz. graduate of Northwestern 1.7rusersity in dental
hygiene 1963 from San Jose to Al Nobler, Sigma Alpha Mu, senior
business management major from Redwood City. An August wedding is planned.
Joy Dennis, Phi Mu, senior social science major from Maxwell
to Chet ShIfflett, Delta Sigma Phi, political science, major at University of California
nia at Berkeley from Maxwell. The wedding is
slated for June 13,
Gina Packard, senior sociology major Irian Los Gatos to John
Foster, appliance salesman from Los Gatos. Tic,- wedding is planned
for sometime this summer.
Kathe Meeker, resident assistant tit II ,
spanish major
from Saratoga to Ben Gale, past Koski, r,
Anon Hall. pre -dental
major from Los Gatos. They plan
to be married within the year.
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Denise McNamara, Mrs. Margaret Brown, adviser; Judy Strobridge, Marci Wittenberg, and
Barbara Clark. Missing from the picture is Nancy
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THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: JOE FRASE
Joe. Frase (B.S.E.E., 1959) has been responsible for providing transmission recommendations for all telephone
carrier and toll terminating equipment installations in the
San Diego division of Pacific Telephone. Quite a big
job for a young engineer.
Joe finds his work stimulating because of the personal
rewards of seeing many of his ideas put into use. The
latitude of responsibility gives him ample opportunities
tie expre,s himself and prove his capabilities.
Obviously Joe’s talents lease been recognized, lie has
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Salgo Conducts Friday
In Symphony Concer1

11, 1

Marilyn Neeley Recital
Miss Marilyn Neeles. pianist,
will he featured in the Ma Phi
Epsilon, music sorority. Schol
ship Benelit Recitai in Sundal.
at 3 p.m. in Concert Hall
Proceeds of the concert !sill
be used for music schelarshuis
for outstanding membeis et Pl-a
Mu Chapter on campus. The
program will include wet ks by
Mozart. Haydn. Brahms Ellis B
Kohs. Liszt, Rachmaninuv and
Pt okoviev.
Miss Neeley is the is inn r of
the Hollywood Boyd Audio, ns

\ 1.1111,11,1
land. and thi,
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In October ot 19t;, the young

BROilEAS
SAN JOSE C’vIC
AUDITORIUM
ER,DAf MARC
810 F
TICKETS $2
3
On San: San Jose
Box Office
40 W. San Ca,
CY s-cEes

111

11

MARILYN NEELEY
P a n st

15ta k num
Floirer
Shop
Flowors
and
Corsagos
for ell
Occasions
CV 7 062

Recently she appeared with
the Los Angeles Philharmonic
Orchestra, under the direction
of Zubin Mehta. She was asked
on 48 hours notice to appear in
place of pianist Glenn Gould
who was ill.
For ticket
295-651T.

!..

ide

The San Jose Symphony Orchestra conducted by Maestro
Sandra* Salgo will give its last
concert of the season Friday at
8:30 p.m. in the San Just Civic
Auditorium.
The program will consist solely of works by Brahms: "The
Tragic Overture," "Double Concerto for Violin and Cello" anti
"Symphony No. 2."
David Abel and Gabor Reit,
string soloists, will be featured.
Mr. Abel, a violinist from San
Francisco has performed many
times with the San J.re Sym-

horn International I
petition ;ind placed lion a
106 contestants. She stir
only American vvoncin
tor WhO WOn an atVgird.
AnM a Child prodigy in l.
geles, Miss Neele6 at the :we ..I
eight made her recital tlebot io
Lois Angeles and went
first tour, playing in W
;
ton, D.(7., Nest
and Denver. ..
summa cum laud,- 11.11i II, I,11Versity of Southern ralifi.rnia
in 1960, where shi
member of the Mu ’
of Mu Phi Epsilon.
.
She was chosen Woman of the
Year in 1963 by the Los Angeles
Times. Her many concert appearances have included stVNI
appearances during 19th l i,n,l
1962 with Arthur Fiedler and
the Boston Pops Orchestra.

Kimber Award. Coleman
her Music Auditions ..1 1’ ...dena. Young Musician..
lion Auditions of Los An.;a1c,.
Gold Medal of the International
Competition at Geneva, Switzer -
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ON STAGEBill Kieler approaches Bill Kelsy, left, and Dave
McClellan in a scene from the Drama Department production
of "Henry IV, Part I." The play is in its final week’s showing
at the College Theater. It will play through March 14. The play
is directed by Or, Paul Davee, associate protessor of drama.
Tickets are available in the College Theater Box Office located
in the Speech and Drama Building.

Shakespeare’s Historical
’Henry IV’ in Final Week
o.1
ti* t’.

IV. Part 1.- ssill be
might at g 15 p.m. in
Theater. This is the
for the production

I

ON WALI

vilueh opened Friday. The play
is directed by Dr. Paul Dave-v,
associate professor of drama.
The play will run through Match
14.
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Last Week Showing

IIENRY IV, PART ONE
by Shakespeare

5

A Drama Deportment Production

Wed. thru Sat., March 11-14
50c SJS Students

$1.25 General

Curtain 8:15 p.m.

College Theatre

Fernaroc S.s

5th and E. San

Box Office
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Shakespeare’s "Othello" will
be presented by The Interplay ers’ on Saturday at the 747
Beach Street Theater. The production is presented in celebration of the 400th anniversary
of the great English playwright’s
birth.
Tickets may be obtained by
writing to the theater or calling
TUxedo 5-5146. Performinre
begin at 8:30 p.m. on
and Saturdays and 230 p.m. on
Sundays,

The play stars Eddy Emanuel
as King Henry IV. William
Keeler as Henry, Princ!... of
Wale,. an:I David !WWI:Alan as
Si, J thn Faktaff. The play is
Shakcsprat’s history play ctmfirst part of King
eetning th
Henry IV’s raign.
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’Beggar’s Opera’
Opens Tomorrow
-
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The play is sponsored by the
Pacific
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Macy *s

Luther Weibel, Vice President for Personnel, and Margaret Tucker, Personnel Manager, will be on campus in the Placement Office Friday,
March 20, to talk with interested graduting senors about Macy’s Lxecufive Training Program.
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Regardless of their actual
color...look blue-eyed.
In a
Dewey.
Guileless.
gingham -checked honeybuz
that falls in innocent
folds.
(Sash it if you
must.) Half Vycron
polyester and half cotton
keep it smooth as morning.
Blue, Buttercup, Clover
Pink.
5 to 15.
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It is direeted by George Arm. strong. ii’.. is!
profess.)) of
drama. MusiCill direction is by
Dr. Louis D. Huber, associate
professor of music. The play is
following the vet shun created by
composer 101 lien and director
Tyrone Guthrie. It was premiered in England in 19-18.
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Free Movies...Wect Night
’""’ Caine Mutim
Thursday night

Giggle hour 8-9 p.m.

"a new landmark in social decadence"
Friday evening

4-7 p.m.

T.G.I F.

"a frenzied Bacchanal to relieve the tensions of Cie week."
4
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by a corn-

sician. The story covers the hisfrom William

tory of England

the Conqueror to Queen Vie’ -Ha.
I! uses the monarchs’ ost111: 11iS
ham their personal lettet dririfS, speeches, poetry and 1/7,1-’4.
the
Although it is performol

1; ny.
in
there is only one excert.’
the works of Shakesfx aro. the
speech in Richard II front whieh
"The Ifoli,,w Ciown" derives its
title.
’The Hollow Crown" gave its
,smerican premiere last season
Royal
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ONCE MORE"
THE FRUIT IS RIPE"
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Live it up...
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carefree
or

a

casual! Good

for

. . Looks ex

date

pensive, feels comfortable, yet you

Classic

v.ay ,a look your
best ... a hurdsome shift
of stripud denim. In a
carefree blend of knel’
Triacetate and Cotton.
tailored to the traditional
taste by Country Junior.
Cardigan neck, patch
pockets, back buttons.
roll -up sleeves, self-tie rope
Navy. Red or
belt.
Green. Sizes 511.
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"Designed with the college girl in mind"

Shakespeare
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THAT’S RIGHT, MA’AM - JUST A FEW MORE DAYS
And our paperback supply will be ready for leisure browsing. Categorized by subject (by popular demanc.’

John F. Kennedy’s auspices. It
later played a six-week engagement in New York.
The material of the play
ranges from warmly human and
touching portraits of Victoria
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DANISH BEAUTY-Karen Skou, a member of the Danish Gym
team which will perform in Spartan Gym tomorrow night, displays the grace, beauty and discipline which the traveling gymnasts are famous for.
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Ready for use in a self-applicator bottle, nothing to
add or mix, it requires no timing, no after-rinse: just
apply and set the hair! Fabulous "Fanci-full," new

..1 and San Fri,nando Strnets --Downtomn S., Jose

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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Slacks by
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yet shampoos out easily.

24 colors:

tiful with

platinum, silver

or steel; to give bleached
hair gossamer pastel
tones. Choose

for you.

the one

beau-
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MEXICAN HOT DOGS

PINT
$2.25

&too:4er
--.Plivinfrszicr
518 So. 10th St. At William

Phone Orders CY 7-8421

to blend in gray

and match natural color; to make gray hair

RINSE

Only $598 - so, get several pairs!
A

temporary hair coloring by Roux, gives far more
color than ordinary rinses. It is unaffected by water,

BIG DEAL!
One for 15c . . . or . . . Two for 30c

yikry
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4th and St. James
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Angry SJS Spikers
To Face Cal Bears

Yimide
lane

Wminendsy.

By DAN McLEAN
no, team to turn
beaten? And if so, will ttsn,
Can UCLA be

By BILL SOLWAY
ley relay. The 5.15 team Copilot%
anger can be enough to in- I Ina ii 4411 leg of 13.3 by
spire a track Main to victory, the K
tomtit itsell about ’NI
Bruins and the Dons gel by send -firm! opponents.
he IStkuld both the
California Bears will find them- yards Intel. after MI’ 5140 and
the
in
regional
Saturday
finals
of
the
meet
NCAA
tourthe two will
selves knee-deep in woes in this
1320 W111.11 Ben Tueker jetted
Saturday’s Berkeley meet with a oft for the mile leg
the relay
about, would pit the two teams with the
n3menih.
Tb., game, if
fired-up group of Spartans.
Tucker kept his dista 1111.1. for
In the nation. I .6 LA wound up its regular
longest winning streaks
Coach Bud Winter’s spikers are
has won IX straight,
wasan last weekend with a 26-0 recc rd.
taking to the cinders with a Yenteams the experts consider
.11 weaker.
although against
gence this week, to right last weekNobody can predict for sure who will win the game. But, for
end’s Stanford wrong.
bar I consider an experest Opinion, I contacted Rich Gugat, it forDespite the frustrations which
Spartan cage squad.
the
On
ward
he has played ball with most rif the mem- were evident In the 440, the disWhy Gugal? Because
a freshman he was a starter, along with tance medley and the mile rebers of the l’CLA team. As
for the Brutrabes. The following year In’ kkas at Mein- lays, the Spartans were not by
Fred Slaughter,
that finished fourth in the NCAA tournament. any means stooping at the Inber of the varsity team
And, of COUrSe, he has had the opportunity to see the Dims play this dians’ feet, in their 117-103 loss.

Tim

or

sear.

According to Rich, "If ESF plays up to its potential, the Dons
mit give the Brains a good game. If they are able to contain UCLA’s
rd,, :Lad the Dons’ big men are on, I’SF will stand a chance."
Hogat added that "011ie Johnson is going to have to control the
boards; In. will he the key to the WhOle thing."
Gugat analyzed both teams, rxerition-by-position, and here is the

recall
VENTER Fred Slaughter (UCLA) and 011ie Johnson (USE)
..jobasan won’t be aide to push him around like he has with some
league. Johnson is about three inches taller,
of the centers in our
Slaughter is faster, and is probably more
and is a better scorer.
aegressive." Gugat gives a slight edge to Johnson.
FOKWARD-Kelth Ericknon and Jack Hirsch (U(’LA) and
Erwin Mueller and Dave Lee (USF)-"I haven’t seen Erickson play,
but I hear he Is an outstanding jumper. The forwards would be
rated about even. UCLA’s are faster, while l’SF’s have the sive.
Hirsch is probably the hest of the lot becallSe, although slo)rt, he
is An uutstaiidtng rel ))))) nder--especially on the offensiy iro.irds.."
it 1.
at Jim
WARD Gail Goodrich and Walt 11:117;1111
Pinnelli and Joe Ellis IUSF)- -1’CLA has a docaind edge here.
Hazzard is a great ball handler and is yet’N unselfish, and taindrich
contributes scoring punch. Both are quick and play Hell (in defense,
although Hazzard tends to slack off defensively. Bnik ell’ isa good,
sound player and a good scorer, although he doesn’t .1 coat too much.
A lot will depend on Ellis. If he plays up to his potential, he could
narrow the gap between the teams."
BENCH- -"USE probably has more depth, but UCLA has two
good replacements, and doesn’t rely on the rest of them." In other
words. USE has the better bench, but then with a standing five like
the Bruins have. WhO needs at bench?
Begat feels that the Uclans should win by about 15 or 20 points,
but in the case that the Dons play inspired hall, the game could
be mach closer. To win, USW will have to "eliminate cold periads
that they have had in the past."
Being a WCAC fan all the way, all I cam do is look for a good
Don effort and hope for the best.

’

c In Lovejoy, in action for the
lirst 1,111e this year, got off a winning high jump of 6-7:ti, far ahead
of’cc nd place Jim Robertson of
stanford and Ken Goad of SJS,
13,3th at 6-2.
’’Aet ’tally, Lovejoy jumped well
wilhcaut looking that good," cornmelded Winter. "He’ll go a lot
higher. Both he and (Terry) Doe
are potential seven -footers." Doe,
’.1.’ho came within one-quarter inch [
.1 the freshman record against the
saute Clara Valley Youth Village.
has reached 6-6Iw.

TOM TUITE
. . . distance ace
three laps then started to press
the haul Stanford’s l’attl Sehlicke
Has holding.

March 11 1414

farilTv\-

Bloodgood Towers Homer
As Diamondmen Top Gael!i
By 111%N NIel.EAN
Bill Itloode.00l towered a 385foot horne tun to left center field
in the filth inning last night, to
break up
tight game, and lead
the Spartan baseball learn to a
W(’ 1tnver SI
at NI.Inieipid Stadium.
II v.iis the lust league um lor
tiart .1,, c
and OW 11,1111’S second a-in cat in,.
season
l’.1
Bloodgood’s blot% Has only the
second
lllll
run hit OM of
,tadimti trs a college
player In its ,’r an year. Ti,.’ first
I
.r came in the fourth inning of the %Mlle game, no hen
St. Mary’s catcher Harry Laical blasted a too o-run job some
350 feet its .’r the left field
fence.
Ifloodenod’s hit also produced
Jar of riins. as Ron landenman
scored ahead of the Spartan left
I adder.
Gary Strom picked if. The. wi n
for SJS, his first again
nee loss
Strom alloaed only thl, lots, hut
the (;)rel. left I() 1)1rine)
’IarrrI))))

Koh Akers fired the discus
163-5 for at gratifying win over
I t rr»),)1 Ic JI
TucHer
Bob Stneeker, Stanford’s superb
)),I,1,
weight man
(162-0,2 I. Dave ) bra c»)1 1)1r).1
I IC) )
Weill, NI AA champ eornpeting
for the Stanford Triad( Club won the mile so ha!’ Tucker
the plate competition in 179-7,z. at 10.
"Both Dean Miller, and I L ..1
however.
him in 4:03.7," Winter said Ian Although Akers won the individIt was certain however. that Tnc i..
sal discus competition over all!
or did more than three -tenths
Stanford competitors, the Indians’
seentul better than Schlicke.
nutpointed the Spartans on the
’fucker had made up a large chillih
scoreboard.
I
’fire intramural
t )14.
of space over the four laps.
All field event distances were
AIM) meriting special commen- I t"Inliarnent is raf’"II:’’
ciimbined to derive a team total
clase. Defending Champ Au
distance. The team with the great- dation for their performances at
Kwing-Lee is a strong contender
est amount of depth thus had the the Farm Here Wayne Derman,
and may repeat his
who ran in four races including
distinct advantage over the squad
He faces Henry Shen in the final
Iris
ictory 11% er NCAA champ
with one exceptional performer.
match today at 3:30.
I.33rry Questad in the IOU, and
One of Saturday’s most emit- !
Team entries for softball comToni Toile, In II mile winner iner
ing races was the distance Medpetition must be turned in to the
Ins trod Ron Basis (9:07.9).
intramural office by March 20. In The Spartan freshman 440 relay j formation anal entry forms are
squad of Bill Johnson, Da,) Stier. available in the intramural office.
Clyde A’4343ten and Ken Shackle- located in the men’s i-tYm.
(01%1 ran ay, a, V, II h 1111.1r
V, II II
The "I)" league title is still
a 4211. another fine performance
contested. The Saints and the
Ret omits plaN the standoff game
this Heek. The "E" league is
MIGHTY MLL
i?P5ZtS?5151515.152525Z5195Z525?525I
is
up in a three way tie
At last year’s West (’44:Ht Reof All Age’s
.11,.n
tolling the titters, the Squinter..
lays in Fresno. Mel 13011111, -41
and the flays ks. The Independent
new Spartan freshman record in
the 940, as he ’oak third in the , league playoffs are tomorrow
ix
ix
3pen event ..1 HI it 47.11 clocking. night in the men’s gym.
In regular intramural basketball
competition Monday night, the
ix
Awful-Awfuls fell to Alpha Phi
ix
Alpha, 33-29, Ray Skillevan a is
high scorer with 11 points. The
cx
Rams trounced Allen Hall. 114-)I6
.lack Boisen dropped in 28 pun:’.
tanlead the win. The Rojas dunui...
ix
Learn from teaching
Markham Hall, 73-35. Johl.
professionals
sera sank 17 points.
In "B" league action, Pi Kapp.
Alpha "13" beat Sigma Chi "I’..’
45-44. and AT0 "II" topped Phi
- 1-27
Sags "1:1.Sl
The "I" league saw Jo-I.1
Manor trounce the Pelicans, 356 lessons
ix
22. Dan Ready led the team with
Ix
13 plrints. The Federates (Ie2 people $35/couple
feated the It Fers, 47-36, Tom
3 people $15/each
Webster was high scorer with
4 people $12/each
17. The I.51" imompletes toppled
s.
L./Hard Nall, 49-34 10’11111d MasIx
i Salenkho’s 30 points.
Individual rates $5
The Ret reads defeated the
Ile "I).. league, 48-46. The r
topped the Police School
Bob Young was good II)»’
the "E" league, the
tied the Spirts, 27-21. The
Ilawks overcame the Gauchos fni
IX
’7-26 win. The Squinters beat
IX
He Zeros. 44-19. The squad front
IX
ix
I , [hill Street AC’. decisioned the
IX
Au Force, 55-32.
ix
111 the "E" league. Ken Oakl,[n
ix
scored 14 ponds in leading AYI
IX
la a 51-39 victory (wer APhi0. The
230 E. Brokaw Rd.
Bucketdunkers slipped by the Jesters, 38-35. Stan Chu Vim’,high a
295-9542
the game with 17 pont- NI.»)1)-1.))
Ix
Now sparking the traditional field: bolder,
flail No. 2 don 114’d
(across Beyshore from Hyatt House)
more strident multi -tones livening your
ers, 54-15 behind the slioettii..:
favorite button-down shirts. In oxford? Of
lien Bower. Bower Sank 17 point

bi

a e Tennis,
Basketball
o End Soon

performance’.

StrOM SUffered from period a’’ 1)...1 I ti ’cc 1
wildness.
He was particularly Jose Flate
strong, hovvever, in the final fol,i
innings.
Second baseman Pat Duggan
eontinited to swing it big bat tor
the 5.15 nine, eollecting list, hits,
including a first -Inning triple,
in three trips to the plate. Duggan is now hitting .461 on the
year. good enough to I..:141 regular hitters.

1111 the ).:11,’

.trgitst smith led 4,11 t...
%sill,
al
sitig
Inc 111,111.1 oil .1 di It 11111
titirul.1111i 1 .11114 lid I111. Ili ’a’ci li.:110.40111 Pia 11 I.i1111,11111.11i
11.t11.1Ii. AM)
bri ore litomalgood I 1,1r111

lung

The Spartans initiated scoring
in the lid it inning, as leadoff batdo hi
rc."
.r),ti
ter ibiteh Enkoji walked. arid
eirme aliaind on Duggan’s triple
Inlggan scored on a grou Irv) ), .r WI 12 711en r)r) r,a )
tr. )(lay 1 till
IrN’ first baseman Mat Mihol..
as the Spartans took a 2-0 le
)(Tarr,r)*
The Gaels tied the score in

Special Discount
to SJS

Faculty & Students
lust pnr

Discount to all
SJS students - 35c

Still

Cameros
Projectors

Supplies
Equipment

developing -

printing

rentals - repairs

Refreshments
Steak Sandwich
Foot-long Hot Dog
Deluxe Hamburger

Young

a
a

a
a,

60c
30c
30c

Tony’s PeeWee Goif
382 E Santa Clara
292-5811

245 South First

United Radio & TV Supply Company I
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI-FI COMPONENTS
- KITS Courtesy

Discounts to

Students

1425 W. San Carlos St., S J

CY 8-1212

GROBINSRAMS BEAD
fair

I

Tony’s PeeWee Golf
18 hole miniature golf course

your eel or ASB card
Movie

t !"I’

HOUSE of RECORDS

Want To Play
Better Golf?

a

I

LIIITII,
WIRTIR

Ix
Ix
Ix
ax
at

Student Rates

I

Showing their cheerier side-

OVR

STRIPE BUTTON-DOWN SMITS

course. But get some, too, in rugged denim
or fine broadcloth.

BETTY HICKS
JOHN McMULLIN

a
a
ax

500 bucket
only
35c with ASB card
San Jose Fairways

IX

lug lag

595
White Levis...

415

GRODINS1/4c) RAMS HEAD

The sno-Man
lily of its
happy tam

-I I 1 4 - 1 -

-

FIRE

s

HUGE
RECORD SALE
EVERYTHING

HUGE
RECORD SALE
One

1A/u0

Week

On/

au0

31VS a2100311
3011H
O N1H1A213A3

31VS 01103311
3011H
O NIH.LAII3A3

Is happy that a lire a Heck ago didn’t damage
f I and tempting, Ire:di...110 Make sian

Sno-IVIan. rim thi corner of 4th and
I:arks. is offering today and tttni,rrrtrw from III a.m. to I
p.m, your clinic.. of a:
ItGER or 1111 1) %NM\ [LH

VALLEY FAIR - 2801 STEVENS CREEK BLVD:

EVERYTHING

for only 8c

HOUSE of RECORDS

with this coupon

Corner of 3rd and San Fernando

- 1.0911.9116/11.

111191.1bA).
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Ten Students Win Scholarships

Student Goldwater ’Former Editor To Speak
Backers Meet
At Newman Center Tonight
T
omorrow Night

Wednesday, March 11, 1964

a-SPARTAN DAILY

Zulu,;
Audubon scholarships y (Maxi
have been awarded to 1U 5,I7-i

Itidents for their tuition to the
PM, 7:30 p.m., H3.
TO11.1.51 :
’Death Valley session of the Fie1.I
Signsa DrIta Chi, 12 noon, ROI
Ni‘3nuul Club. 4:30 p.m., basic
is guest
Nit,. Elizabeth 1:,1
St wiles in Natural History during
Humanities Program. 6:30 p.m.,
moral issues course: regular incetl:
speaker tonight at the
rfor
lfield
iMWeN
Building
spring vacation.
meetp
at Musici
Mg, 8 p.m., Newman (’enter.
Center. 79 S. Fifth St. Miss Reid.
The newly recognized Student,
Recipients of the scholar -hip.
TASC, 3:30 p.m., C1!164.
scheduled to talk at 8, will discuss
Independent Housing Maoris- for Goldwater
are Margaret I3evans, Richard 1:..
(SFGI will hold
Pershing Milt% 7:30 p.m., Mt
Human Rights awl the American
Hon. 7 p.m., 69 S. 10th St. All repiy, Catherine Collins, James CorWomen’s Recreation Association
their organizational meeting at 8 College Student.l’CselllatIVCS requested to attend.
bin, Evelyn English, .1tonalee I h.Previously. Miss Reid WaS Ti
mnaistice, 4,10 p.m., PER260.
los, Cynthia Herman, Kenneth Nil Hind, 8 p.m., Newman Center. tomorrow night in CH149. Officer, , newspaper editor. war correspom
Extramural Fencing, 4:30 pan..
born, Judith Remley, awl Gayle
Pa wi d iscussion.
uorker, and U.N.
refugee
be
elected.
;dent,
ill
w
W1/101.
Balkan Allbmce, 7:45. WO21.
Winters.
serving in Asia, Africa.
Jim Hooker, Barry Goldwater’, ."bserver
United Campus Christian FelionStudents for Goldwater, 8 p.m.,
The scholarships were donated
and her homeland Australia.
ship, 7 p.m.. Memorial Chapel.
Clara
County campaign
CI1119. speaker, Jim Hooker, Santa Santa
by the Santa Clara Valley Audm
This is Miss Reid’s fourth trip
Alpha Phi Omega, 8:30 p.m.. Clara County Chairman for Gold- chairman, will speak on the Gold- to the United States. She plans
Win Society.
water.
College Union.
addressing
traveling,
’water campaign. Hooker is a high extensive
In addition, the Joan Zilliov
p.m.. CH Dentoeratie (’Iuh,
groups on human rights, and the
Memorial Fund awarded $30 scholschool English teacher.
119. t-tpe,tker, Mike NleGtiire.
Christhe
to
individual’s response
arships to Linda Fusaro and VirActing Chairman Al Mason inPlirateres. 7:30 pan., ED415.
tja.n. apostolate.
ginia Vessel. The Joan Zilliox Fund
Student Economic Association,
to
atstudents
all
interested
Sites
Needed
I’m
I Belong Whore
A ,i.th opening for a senior stenwas established by members of the
7 p.m., C13236.
.._:rapher e available to a qualified tend. Goldwater literature and is the title of Mr-, Reich’s book.
Science Dept. and Kappa Alpha
tudividual yho has the ability to bumper stickers will be available.
TOMORROW:
Theta sorority in memory of .11 tilt
society for the Advancement of take shorthand. All interested per--Students for Goldwater formally
sons may contact the Personnel
h’
7
p.m..
Management.
ELIZABETH REID
Student
from
recognition
Brewery. Julian Street and The Office. AD3I234, or ext. 2048. The achieved
. . . Newman speaker
Council last Wednesday.
job position is on campus.
Alameda.
wmhda Theta, educati1111
honorary for women, will hold ii
semi-annual tea for prospect i
members Tuesday, March 17, in
Job interviews will be held at the
front 1 to 5 p.m.
Placement Office, Room 234, Adminlir. Marilynn I lowland, assistant
istration Building. Sign-ups will start
professor of elementary education. on Tuesday,
%rook prior to the corns
wiLl speak on ’The Goals and (.10 - pany visit.
actives of Pi Lambda Theta" it
TO1101:11,011 :
he lea.
EUROPEAN JOBS - TRAVEL GRANTS
Special
nut .5nn3’
I3rotiks, so.
Judy
ACC,HIling
to
(6)
FOUND
AND
LOST
III
ANNOUNCEMENTS
tee.
t Ion, social scio;:d ’Ii:’ Than, alumni ol tho hobFOUND
T G.I.F.’s
awn:1mm age 21 years:
..ner.
ia Iv vi ill he the honored guests
22 ’
AS
lecreation speMenMership in Pi Lambda Theta
upp,r itis
t
:,:,n-lup required.
by ins it.itionI
LOST
AUTOMOTIVE 121
I
MALE STUDENTS:
is .men in
ho ha..
itmotv,s. marketing.
LOST:
4 BBL. :;\ era!! rerrad.
Ithertil :His: tor excel: "lilt 11( is die time for nek
\kw king in sale, and
POSITIONS OPEN: F-- - -;
PERSONALS 171
la,hions in clothes.
’69 MGA. $1350
14111.:
111,.11.1 I, ,11.11
UNWANTED hair removed by elecfrol
time for daring
,,. NANTELLE R. E. 210 S. 1st. 294.
1,, ,11: ’
154 BUICK:
4479.
111.%
YOUR t---ential for career success r i
’55 OLDS 88.
chain:el
Come in and
HOUSING (Si
c,. i.- .,-- ,a61 the wey rneny big firIt w111 pay you
-3
1.1:1-1ria I. noand create the bair,tylel
$30 MONTH: Rm. 1/2 blk. 54. 0011 r1’1
. I.usilicss ad 2 s,
;,
’57 CHEV. E. Ctchen phone showers, CV 2-1327
"I AM THE GREATEST." Ken Pair.
that matches
account :1;d1
GIRLS: 3 bdrm. fern. apt. $140. 2 bdrm
3:8 So.
L.
"
.
at
’62 CORVA1R
vial management.
,;(. 1120 - Danish modern. 1/2 block
SERVICES tel
-0,M1S Ain lease nee 297-1327
taoject engineer
Monthly
APPR. APT. for men. Seim pool, rec. AUTO INSURANCE for students. Che
miliTues. thru Sat.
52 CADILLAC
.31, TN., 2 blks. from campus. Be ley. 248.2420. 385 S Mcnrce.
-s-nke. 294.4952. 620 S. 9th,
TV RENTALS
ei..tt
; r- ’rrn
LARGE
$10 month - 1850 W. San Carlos,
63 V.W
292 3457
re Ar, f(., root re,,, EXPERIENCED TYPIST
I BEDROOM

Stenographer Job

HERB’S
Chevron Station
STOP AT THE
SIGN OF
BETTER
SERVICE
Whatever your needs in the
5E4
auto services, from a tankful
to an engine tune.up, you of gal
us be
lure they’ll get prompt esp.,*
fention at reason, bin itAent et
rates.
OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATIONS
FRONT WHEELS
BEARINGS PACKED
RELINED
BRAKES ADJUSTED AND
TIRES BALANCED
MOTOR TUNEUP
Corner, of 8t:,,? ", AT: St.

Pi Lambda Theta
beeks Members

Job Interviews
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RENT a T. V.
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3 MAGNAVOX
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,

GUITAR-

$100 BUYS ; 5225 men s approved co,.
t
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SHARE 1,’
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t.I 4913 5
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- -
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-
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:
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r
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?
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’BLUE CHIP’
DIVIDENDS

,11’;1111.1

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

One time
SOc o line

Three times
25e a line

Five times
20c a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add this
amount for
sack @doff Iirre
Print your od here:

’59
’59
’60
’59
’61
’62

al
:01 your

11/7.41

tir.,.,n1 (5)

Connecticut
Mutual Life

Lot end Fniind (6)
Sorvices (8)

AAAAA to
81/2 to 12
$995 to $24.95

Transportation (9)
charge =tousle
open thure. ’til 9

1671 The Alameda

Tml
1

Suite 311

:narulopu,
81,7-3117

294-5660

TONY’S
Special This Week
Free Hot Dog with 1lb. Steak Burger
Chuck Burger Basket with free drink 654

Win A Free Steak Dinner
Mon.-Fri.

. Mid-hee
- Wedgies

-

Personals (7)

-IN ’HIE Sill. 1,14."

.aity and
uI 1,2 a Ms-

utiful
oes for

Robert T. Heckley
CLU General Agent
Fred Fernandez SJS
Bernard Clinton SJS
Robert Quid l SJS
Denial Hitchock SJS
James Keener SJS
Larry Nelson SJS

kit 11.1,ES
.11.:\1 LH-MS

(1111/

CLASSIFIED RATES
Miainsvas
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Claie time
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$200.00
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:
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I
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THE PIROUETTE

Professor To Speak
Before Real Estate,
Insurance Club

Optometrists

111

To buy, sell, rent, or announce anything, just fill out
and clip this handy order
blank form. Send to: Spartan
Doily CLASSIFIEDS, J206,
San Jose State College, San
Jose 14, Calif.

CO1:9;

Fee Parking in the Rear
.eve.4

’III

:111,1

,

Buy Daily CLASSIFIEDS ... Get Results!

FREEMAN’S

1 ’tin

’Extremism’ Topic
Of Demo Speaker

1)1.. Ilarses Gogtol

87 E.

Adv.

WilATEVER MR SPORT Y2 U
FOY PIE PT:7r! EPUIPP.911
AND

It el’

Phone:

T place an ad:
C.411 at Classified

- Now on -

rnent

COLORADO:
’

GOLF SALE
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.t ’.1’1
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No Moose orders
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P E A
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with Freeman’s
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1045 Wr

San
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------ ------- ------

1.,-111
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APT
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mow:

293 8153

’
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2

TWO -BEDROOM FURN

1415 The A1dmeda

(

I

eyes examined for glasses
and contact lenses
glasses fitted and repaired

4

1.

HELP WANTED 011
PART TIME ,

ELECTRONIC
WESTERN CO.

GOOD GRADES
;b,,,/quovvision

evert;nis

-

TYPING
!weekends

r.FOOT POOL TABLE
STUDENT TEACHERS r,

Willow Glen
Beauty College

AUTO, LIFE, FIRE INS. Call PAUL J
SCOLA. Se’s Farm In:. 1760 W
2h6.5708; Pr.’.. 755 57 3h B suer ,e re e ,e
Male stud- ,
’Ps
r,n our ,
e.nra 20’)l

RESEARCHING:
t $2
-
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Priced for Students

EXCELLENT typing done in my horse
252-5793.

RELIABLE TYPING
C

SINGLE AND DOUBLE ROOM:
29,’
FURNISHED OR UNFURN. Apr

MONO AMP

T.V. RENTALS - 42.50 per week
firo 3 ,nci. rert applies tcvisrg purchase
Professional T.V. Service. 3/7-079B.
I ELECTRIC Typina nip horn.. fere
Ploys theses, etc. 243.6313.

you !..0 %ken.

U’ in
Ii i s
Spring

Fill out coupon below and turn it in it Tony!
Winners will be posted each day.
_ ----Name
Address
Phone
"Here for the Rest" Elsewhere for

se

L SAM ANTONIO Cr/4M
Delrefewe See hem

80 E. San Carlos

the rest

286-1260

